Features / Benefits
Genius Rollerscreens are versatile and designed to rest in the recess area of any door or window
where they virtually disappear (may also be surface mounted). Genius Rollerscreens are unobtrusive,
easy to use and they install in mere moments.

Features

Benefits

Retractable Screens

Genius Rollerscreens virtually disappears when not in use!

Recess Mount Design

Genius Rollerscreens are small and specifically designed
to rest on the surface or in the recess area of any door or
window where they remain virtually unnoticeable.

Safety Design

The screen expands upon impact preventing damaged
screens or personal injury.

Available Built-in Hydraulic Dampener

Smooth, easy retraction; no slamming of the screen if
accidentally released.

Low Maintenance

When not in use the screens is protected from dirt, ultra violet
light and inclement weather. No more removing
and storing of screens in winter!

Powder Coated Finish

A better, long lasting appearance.

Adjustable Handle Heights

Easy opening for both children and adults of any height.

Flexibility of Sizes

Custom sizing takes mere moments.

Top & Bottom Insert Piling

Thick insect pile keeps the bugs out!

Stainless Steel Spring

Withstands even the most extreme weather conditions.

Full Length Rust-Proof Magnetic Seal

Provides a complete, secure seal from top to bottom.
No gaps.

No Lubrication Required

Screen simply glides within the rails. No wheels or rollers to
replace or lubricate.
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At Genius Rollerscreens, we make the world’s finest retractable screen
systems. Rollerscreens compliment any décor and provide complete protection

Windows

against flying insects and other airborne pests. Genius sun-control fabrics also offer

Vertical or horizontal, manual or self-engaging, Genius screens add distinction to any window.

a great solution to help reduce the fading of interior furnishings while filtering out
Our new, patent pending Automatic Window Rollerscreen was designed with OEM’s in

uncomfortable heat and glare.

mind. The automatic rollerscreen engages as the window sash opens yet the screen
retracts out-of-site as the window is closed. Installation onto existing window designs

French Doors

is quick in either a factory or a field environment. The Genius system’s unique

Our Rollerscreen Systems Will Help Add Distinction,
Grow Business and Build Sales!

design also means that custom sizing and installation take mere moments.
Because the screen is protected when not in use, there is never a worry
about lost or damaged screens during delivery. Additionally,

At Genius, we make rollerscreens that add a distinctive touch to any door or window design.

the Automatic Window Rollerscreen works equally well

Whether as an option for new windows and doors or as a retrofit addition to existing ones,

as an aftermarket product. The Automatic Window

rollerscreens are a great way to attract customer attention and increase market share.

Rollerscreen is a great way to add distinction

Rollerscreens are popular, in high demand, and an impressive addition to any product offering.

to your existing line of windows.
Windows

At Genius Rollerscreens, we team alongside only major accounts like yours. We have
designed a superior product that is versatile and easy to custom size and install…
a rollerscreen unlike any other. Our unique, unobtrusive design guarantees reliable,
easy use for years to come.

Product

Patent Pending Brake System

All Genius Rollerscreens are made to last the test of time. Each product is
made using only the finest materials for the best fit and finish in the industry. The aluminum extruded frame is powder coated

Some customers want off-the-shelf product with fast reliable service while others desire to customize and fill specific needs or unusual

producing the best appearance possible with long-lasting, easy-to-clean surface. The screen is also made using only the finest

configurations. Our location in Northport, Alabama is the finest facility in the industry equipped to fill every need. Our equipment is state-of-

material from Phifer Wire products; the best insect screening available anywhere. A thick insect piling on the open ends along

the-art and we continually seek to innovate and improve. At Genius, our goal is to team with you to facilitate the growth of your business!

with a full-length rust-proof magnetic seal ensures that while the screen is closed the bugs stay out.
And while our products are recognized as the industry leader, our commitment to
innovation will keep us at the top. One innovation is our Patent Pending Brake System.

Flexibility

This product enhancement further distinguishes the Genius product from all the others.
The brake system controls the recoil speed preventing the screen from slamming open

All Genius screens are designed for flexibility and customization. We offer product in a variety of colors. In those cases

if accidentally released. The brake can

where a standard color pallet is not quite right, custom colors are available to match specific needs.

be installed as original equipment or
retro-fitted in the field to any Genius

Doors

Rollerscreen. The brake is concealed
Anti-wind Brush pile

inside the systems housing so the

appearance of the screen is no different than a screen without the brake
Door Rollerscreens are an attention getter and a terrific way to screen any entry, even

system. The brake is available for window or door applications.

French doors and sliding patio doors. Our retractable screens offer all of the advantages of
a concealed screen system including rollout expandability; the screen expands upon impact

Another example is our Anti-Wind Brushpile

preventing both screen damage and personal injury.

specifically designed for those applications where
windy conditions exist. Our anti-wind pile keeps

Genius Rollerscreens virtually disappear when not in use. The unique Genius design allows
the screen to mount into the natural recess area of any door where it remains unnoticed until
needed. Custom sizing is fast and easy and installation takes just moments. Genius screens
are popular, easy to sell, and a great addition to any existing product offering; a terrific way
to distinguish your product and attract customers.
Entry or Patio Doors

the screen in its place and utilizes different length
of brush for each side, leaving a small central
gap for the screen to pass freely without friction.
Easy use, great appearance, keeps bugs out...
even in windy conditions.

